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Auxetic structures have been produced using 3D printing and
knitted textile materials. A review of other auxetic textiles is
presented along with the new materials. A range of configurations
were developed, prototyped, and tested to demonstrate significant
auxetic response, including Poisson’s ratio up to negative one.
The concept of 4D textiles was employed to create
environmentally responsive hinges in some structures, allowing
the material to change shape in response to thermal stimulus.
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1 Introduction
When a material is subject to an applied tensile extension in a given direction (εa ), the material will
demonstrate an extension in the other orthogonal, transverse, directions (εt ). Poisson’s ratio ν for a given
material is defined as the negative ratio of these two values [1]: ν = −εt /εa. For most materials,
Poisson’s ratio is positive. There are a few materials that have negative Poisson’s ratios, as a result of
their molecular structure. These tend to be highly porous foam-like structures [2]. In fact, the behavior
comes from the microstructural geometry of the foam [3]. Materials with negative Poisson’s ratios are
called auxetic.
Expanding the auxetic microstructure to a larger scale, there is a well-established field of research to
evaluate structural systems that demonstrate auxetic behavior through the use of structural elements at
a much larger scale than molecules or pores, by combining triangles [4], squares [5], or auxetic
hexagons [6].
There are a range of applications for auxetic materials, including biomedical [7], sports [8], and textiles
[9]. One of the interesting properties is the ability of auxetic materials and structures to form synclastic
shapes (including domes and spheres), as opposed to traditional materials which form anticlastic
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(positive Poisson’s ratio) or even monoclastic surfaces (high shear modulus), as illustrated in Fig. 1. A
synclastic curve is formed from an increase in dimensions in both direction and shearing of the surface,
monoclastic requires no stretch and no shear, and anticlastic one has shearing as well as an increased
length in one direction and decreased length in the other.

Fig. 1. Classification of curved surfaces as synclastic, monoclastic, or anticlastic.

Design and modeling of novel auxetic materials and structures is a developing field. In this paper, we are
examining a methodology for creating auxetic membrane structures using 3D printing combined with
textile materials. The result is a quick method of producing auxetic structures that are durable and
suitable for a range of applications.

2 Auxetic shapes
The classic example of an auxetic structure is a hinged hexagonal system. If we consider a framework
produced in a hexagonal, honey-comb type of shape, assuming it is a pin jointed truss where the
members are stiff and the joints have no resistance to rotation, we create a structure that has a
traditional behavior, as shown in the top of Fig. 2 [10].

Fig. 2. Comparison of traditional honeycomb shape with positive Poisson’s ratio (top) and an auxetic structure
formed from an inward facing hexagon demonstrating a negative Poisson’s ratio, thus an auxetic material (bottom).
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But changing that hexagon to a convex, inward facing one, as illustrated in the bottom of Fig. 2, the
behavior of the structure changes dramatically. This is due to the orientation of the structural elements.
In order for the inward facing arms of the hexagons to extend horizontally, they must rotate around their
joints, resulting in an increase in the height of the structure. The specific Poisson’s ratio of this structure
depends on the relative length of the horizontal elements to diagonal elements, and the angle of
orientation of the inward facing diagonals.
It should be noted that this behavior is easy to demonstrate and model for an idealized (perfect) truss
with no resistance to joint rotation [10]. In an actual material system, the behavior is not perfect.
There are many different geometries that can accomplish auxetic structural behavior. The key
component is the rotation of individual structural elements that interact with each other to create the
auxetic behavior.
Investigators have considered a range of possible systems, such as star shaped inclusions, to create
auxetic composites [11], interlocking hexagons [6], or trilobal inclusions in foam [8], or other types of
“missing rib” structures embedded in foam [12].
2.1

Auxetic yarns

Auxetic behavior has also been demonstrated in linear systems, such as yarns [13]. The principle here is
a bit different than the auxetic structures identified above. The idea is to make a yarn structure that
increases in average diameter when stretched in the axial direction. This is accomplished through the
use of two different yarn systems, one notably stiffer than the other. In a structure often termed helical
auxetic yarn [14], or HAY, the stiff element is wrapped around a core of the less stiff element, as shown
in Fig. 3. Upon application of axial load, the stiffer wrapper resists elongation and uses the applied
energy to move to the center rather than extend. The lower modulus core element can deform and move
into an outer spiral.

Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of an auxetic yarn (helical auxetic yarn) showing relaxed state (top) with a low
stiffness core and a high stiffness wrapper, the same yarn under axial tension (bottom) wherein the low stiffness
core has stretched and moved to the outside while the high modulus wrapper moves to the center, creating an
increase in the effective diameter of the yarns.

The exchange of positions between core and wrapper result in an auxetic yarn, i.e. in an increase in the
effective diameter of the yarn. In general terms, the effective diameter of the relaxed yarn Dr can be
estimated in terms of the core diameter, dc, and the wrapper diameter, dw:
𝐷𝑟 = 𝑑𝑐 + 2𝑑𝑤

(1)
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When it is fully extended, the diameter De can be approximated as
𝐷𝑒 = 2𝑑𝑐 + 𝑑𝑤

(2)

Thus, the diameter of the composite yarn varies by approximately (dc − dw ), depending on the applied
load. The magnitude of that change depends on the starting diameters of the two elements.
It is important to note that, as illustrated in the drawings, this is the effective diameter. The entire volume
is not filled with yarn, but rather the projection of the diameter along the axis of the yarn shows the
auxetic behavior.
2.2

Auxetic textiles

There is also a significant amount of research in ways to create auxetic textiles [15,16]. One approach is
creating fabrics using the HAY systems described above. This is not a particularly effective method, as
the yarns themselves, carrying the load, will try to resist the negative Poisson effect, as illustrated in
Fig. 4. Further, the yarns in the perpendicular direction will resist the expansion in that direction.

Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of a woven fabric with HAY yarns, relaxed in the top image and under load in the
bottom image.

When the yarns in Fig. 4 expand due to the negative Poisson’s ratio, they need to move out of their
original position because of the expansion of the neighboring yarns. In order to carry the load, the
individual yarns must be held in some position. Thus, the motion of the expanding yarns attempts to
make a curved path rather than the original straight path. This creates compressive forces at the sides of
the yarn and these forces attempt to reduce the expansion of the yarns.
Although woven fabrics made from HAY yarns are not particularly auxetic in practice, they do change
permeability and porosity significantly when under load making them good for applications such as blast
protection [14].
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A number of researchers have explored the potentials of incorporating auxetic shapes (see above) into
warp knitted fabrics so that the yarns formed into auxetic patterns [17,18]. These structures appear to
provide the auxetic behavior, relying on the use of elastic yarns in addition to stiffer yarns to make the
transition. Most of the configurations only have the negative Poisson effect in the first loading, and are
not reversible [19]. However, some work has been done attempting to create reversible warp knitted
fabrics that demonstrate auxetic behavior [20].
Nonwoven fabrics can be designed to produce auxetic behavior in the thickness direction only through
proper needle punching [21].
A different approach to inducing auxetic behavior in textile structures is through folding techniques,
inspired by origami arts [22-24]. The basic concept is to make the fabric in a highly folded configuration
and in effect the material oriented in thickness direction reorients into the transverse direction, resulting
in a negative Poisson’s ratio in the transverse planar direction, but a highly positive value in the
thickness direction [25]. A typical origami folding pattern is shown in Fig. 5. This technique has been
used to fold textiles, holding the creases through an ironing or pressing procedure. Variations on the
folding patterns exist, and all generally can create auxetic behavior in the plane of the folded system.

Fig. 5. Schematic illustration of an origami folding pattern that creates auxetic structures used for paper or textile
materials.

3 3D printing on textiles
There has been a rapid growth in research regarding 3D printing in recent years driven by the low cost
and material efficiency of the technology. Combining 3D printing and textile materials is still a relatively
new research area [26-28]. This method offers the promise of “4D Textiles” – hybrid textile/3D printed
structures that can change structural form with time [29,30]. The adhesion between substrate and printed
polymer is important for long-term stability of the developed structure [31].
Because the textile material is highly flexible, as opposed to the relative stiffness of the printed polymer,
in the hybrid system the textile acts as a unifying hinge and structural reinforcement that can permit and
restrain both flexure and torsion.
In the process described here, an elastic knitted fabric was used as the textile substrate. This allows prestretching of the fabric prior to printing, in which case the textile is a repository of stored elastic energy.
This method of storing energy is commonly employed in 4D textiles [32], typically to create curvature or
to provide a mechanism for assisting shape transformation. In the process described, a pre-strain level
of 50% in two orthogonal directions was applied to the knitted fabric prior to printing. This opens the
pores of the fabric, but also provides some energy that pulls the structure towards the center, as
illustrated in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. Photomicrograph of elastic Jersey knit with no stretch (left) and after 50% stretch in both x- and y-directions
(right).

The fabric stretch is maintained during printing with a flat metallic plate that has pins at the sides, as
shown in Fig. 7. The fabric is measured and marked prior to stretching on the plate to ensure the proper
dimensions are achieved. The pins do not provide a perfect boundary condition, as can be seen, but
near the center of the fabric the strain field is relatively uniform as was demonstrated in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7. Weft knitted fabric stretched and held in place on a plate prior to 3D printing. Pins at the edges of the plate
hold the fabric still during the processing.

In this research, the polymer was printed onto the fabric surface using a Mass Portal Pharaoh XD®
printer using a 0.4 mm nozzle. This printer uses 1.75 mm thermoplastic filaments with two filament feeds
and a heater capable of printing at 300 °C. The auxetic forms used for printing were designed with
SolidWorks®. After exporting them as STL files, G-codes of the sliced model was developed using
Simplify3D®. During the slicing process, all printing parameters, such as printing velocity, layer thickness,
flow rate, etc. could be defined. The G-codes were sent to the 3D printer and used to print the structure.
Details of these printing parameters are contained in Appendix A.
3.1

Auxetic structures on textile substrates

For example, as illustrated in Fig. 8, a structure such as the corner joined squares could be printed onto
a textile material. The flexible nature of the textile should allow the structural shapes to create the auxetic
behavior. The initial goal was to develop a 3D print/textile hybrid that demonstrated the auxetic behavior
shown below.
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Fig. 8. Simulation of rectangular auxetic structures joined at corners showing auxetic in-plane behavior.

The 3D print/textile hybrid requires two elements – the 3D printing design and execution and the
selection of an appropriate textile substrate. In order to get this structure printed onto a textile, it is
necessary to create a model of the print. There are several critical aspects of the print model:
•
•
•

Design a joint for the corner which is capable of repeated flexing.
Ensure the polymer bonds well with the textile substrate.
Provide sufficient stiffness to the frame element.

To accomplish this, the design employed used two different polymers during the printing process. A
polylactic acid (PLA) was used as a soft material to provide the corner hinge. This was also used as a
base layer for the entire structure because the low viscosity PLA provides a good infiltration with the
textile substrate.
For the structural square, acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) was printed. This has a much higher
stiffness and higher glass transition temperature than the PLA. The print pattern was two layered – first a
layer of PLA and then a selective layer of ABS, as illustrated in Fig. 9. During printing, the ABS and PLA
were each provided in the form of a filament with diameter of 1.75 mm.

Fig. 9. CAD drawing used to control the printer for the two-layer system. In this illustration dark green represents
the ABS and light green represents the PLA.

As mentioned previously, the substrate needs to be able to rotate at the joint. The localized shear strain
field on the textile will be quite high, and thus a highly extensible, low shear modulus fabric is needed. An
elastic jersey knit, formed from polyester yarns with Spandex, was used. This fabric has low shear
modulus, high extensibility, and good elastic recovery.
Initial experiments involved printing acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) onto the pre-stretched jersey
knit fabric (formed of polyester/Spandex yarns). After printing rectangular shapes onto the fabric, the
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fabric was slit selectively to allow the fabric to function as a rotational hinge for the structure. If the fabric
was not slit, the tensile modulus of the fabric would fight against the expansion in the transverse
direction. By slitting the fabric, the knit functions primarily as the hinge material in addition to providing a
protective membrane inside the printed squares.
A sample of a 3x3 printed auxetic square structure is illustrated in Fig. 10. The resulting structure had a
very strong auxetic behavior, and a tendency to returning to the original form. However, repeated
loadings resulted in delamination of the ABS from the knit fabric, particularly at the corners of the
squares where stresses are highest.

Fig. 10. Experimental study of a 3x3 rectangular auxetic formed from ABS printed onto polyester/Spandex jersey
knit fabric. The fabric was slit to create space for rotation (left) and after extension the auxetic behavior is quite
clear and dramatic (right).

Larger structures using smaller squares were also explored. Fig. 11 shows a 7x7 print, again slit
between the squares, demonstrating significant auxetic behavior and also the ability to form into
synclastic surfaces. The Poisson’s ratio calculated from the example below is -0.9.

Fig. 11. 7x7 printed auxetic square structure on elastic jersey knit showing auxetic behavior with a Poisson’s ratio
of -0.9 (right) and also ability to form synclastic surfaces (bottom).
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An alternative triangular auxetic form was also printed. The fabric was slit at the sides of the triangles to
allow maximum extension in the transverse direction. The auxetic textile shown in Fig. 12 demonstrated
a Poisson’s ratio of -1.05 under simple extension.

Fig. 12. Triangular auxetic structure printed onto elastic jersey knit showing an auxetic behavior with a Poisson’s
ratio of -1.05.

3.2

Triggered response

The use of PLA as the hinge material provides an additional interesting feature potential. Because the
PLA has a relatively low glass transition temperature TG, approximately 60-65° C, it is possible to heat
the PLA above TG but still stay below the TG of the ABS (which is approximately 105° C). When above
TG, the PLA has extremely low modulus and can be deformed to a very high level. The structure can be
heated above the PLA TG, deformed, and then cooled. In this way the structure will maintain the
deformed shape to a large extent.
In this way, one can manufacture a wrap which can form synclastic shapes when heated above 60 °C
and retain that shape when cooled. This could be useful for any number of wraps, including casts for
limbs, molds, prosthesis and more. Particularly when a synclastic shape is desired, these auxetic textile
hybrids can provide such geometries without wrinkling or folding.
The wrap formed in this way will also return back to its original shape on heating, allowing reusability.
When the structure is heated above the PLA TG, the PLA acts as a rubbery material, enabling the
squares to freely rotate. When the structure heated without applying any external force, the stored
energy in the fabric will return it back to the original printed shape. Fig. 13 shows a time sequence of an
auxetic textile hybrid. The original structure is that shown in Fig. 11 – a 7x7 printed square system. The
hybrid was heated above 60 °C and extended then cooled. The image shown in the top left of Fig. 13 is
the structure at room temperature. The PLA “froze” into place in the extended form. Warm water (60° C)
was poured over the hybrid system and the next 7 images show the system over a period of less than
one minute. The PLA gets above its TG and then the stored energy in the knitted substrate returns the
structure to its original shape. A reusable, synclastic structure is thus produced.
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Fig. 13. A time sequence of an auxetic textile hybrid that was frozen into an extended shape (top left) and then
introduced to 60 °C water. As the images progress from left to right on top, and then on the bottom from left to right,
the structure changing shape back to the as-printed form can be seen.

4 Conclusion
Initially two different auxetic forms, rotating squares and rotating triangles, were printed on the prestrained fabric to study the auxetic properties. Slits were made on the fabric in such a way that the fabric
would act as a hinge for the rotating shapes. Rotating squares were chosen based on the ease to design
and make slits.
PLA hinges were added to the structure because for a structure to function as a support wrap, it was
necessary that wrap retained the necessary shape. The low glass transition temperature of PLA enabled
the structure to change shape or form synclastic shapes when heated to temperature of 65° C because
at temperatures above 60° C the modulus of rigidity of the PLA falls, enabling the squares to rotate freely
when stretched.
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Appendix A. Printing Parameters
The printing parameters used for this project are contained in the table below. There were slight
differences in the settings used for the ABS and PLA materials.
printMaterial
extruderName
extruderToolheadNumber
extruderDiameter
extruderWidth
extrusionMultiplier
extruderUseRetract
extruderRetractionDistance
extruderExtraRestartDistance
extruderRetractionZLift
extruderRetractionSpeed
extruderUseCoasting
extruderCoastingDistance
layerHeight
topSolidLayers
bottomSolidLayers
perimeterOutlines
firstLayerHeightPercentage
firstLayerWidthPercentage
firstLayerUnderspeed
internalInfillPattern
externalInfillPattern
infillPercentage
outlineOverlapPercentage
infillExtrusionWidthPercentage
minInfillLength
infillLayerInterval
infillAngles
SetpointTemperatures
fanLayers
fanSpeeds
defaultSpeed
outlineUnderspeed
solidInfillUnderspeed
supportUnderspeed
rapidXYspeed
rapidZspeed

PLA
ABS
Extruder 1 Extruder 2
0
1
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.9
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1800
1800
0
0
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
3
3
3
3
2
2
90
100
100
100
0.5
0.5
Rectilinear Rectilinear
Rectilinear Rectilinear
20
20
15
15
100
100
5
5
1
1
45
45
190
225
2
1
100
0
3600
5400
0.5
0.5
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
4800
4800
1000
1000

units

mm
mm

mm
mm

°C
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